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Abstract—In the multi-tenant architecture of cloud computing, different applications have different requirements and priorities. In the case of network congestion within a data center, failure of transferring data on time may cause a significant performance degradation of an application. It may result in a severe failure for a critical application that needs a certain level of QoS satisfaction, therefore, efficient resource provisioning techniques are vital to ensure transferring the high-priority data over the other traffics even in network congestion. In Software-Defined Networking (SDN)-enabled clouds, this is possible by reconfiguring network flows dynamically adapting to network traffics. In this paper, we propose priority-aware resource placement algorithms considering both host and network resources. Our priority-aware VM allocation (PAVA) algorithm places VMs of the high-priority application to closely connected hosts to reduce the chance of network congestion caused by other tenants. The required bandwidth of a critical application is also guaranteed by bandwidth allocation with a configuration of priority queues on each networking device in a data center network managed by SDN controller. Our experiment results show that the combination of proposed approaches can allocate sufficient resources for high-priority applications to meet the application’s QoS requirement in a multi-tenant cloud data center.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MAJORITY of the recent Internet applications utilize cloud computing infrastructure to provide elastic and cost-effective services [1]. Cloud providers provision computing, memory, storage, and networking resources for tenants to serve their applications with different requirements. These applications require different amounts of resources with a different priority. Compute-intensive applications such as large scientific application require more computing and memory power than networking resources, while network-intensive applications need more networking bandwidth than computing power. Cloud providers should allocate and provision resources efficiently in the data center to satisfy various requirements.

Cloud providers also need to guarantee the Service Level Agreement (SLA) for customers to ensure a different level of reliability and Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements. For example, QoS-critical (higher-priority) applications such as medical software for cyber surgery, IoT applications for real-time disaster management, or deadline constrained scientific applications, need more strict policies in cloud resource management, while normal (lower-priority) applications may have a loose requirement. With the mixed applications with different QoS requirements sharing the same data center, providers should provision the resources efficiently to satisfy various QoS requirements of different applications.

However, it is difficult to guarantee such QoS in clouds because resources in a data center are shared by multiple tenants and applications, which are often over-booked to save the operational cost of a cloud provider [2]. Network resources, in particular, are oversubscribed in many data center designs to reduce the total cost of the design [3]. A simple method for providers to guarantee the QoS is to assign dedicated hosts and networks solely for a certain tenant, but it is deprived of all the benefits of clouds such as elasticity, low-cost, and dynamic provisioning of the resources. Although the dedicated resources can maximize the application performance as the allocated resources are only utilized for a specific application, it is a costly solution losing many advantages of cloud computing paradigm.

Unless assigning dedicated physical networking solely for certain applications, clouds tenants shall share the network resource. In cloud data centers, there are trade-offs between network proportionality, minimum guarantee, and high utilization [4]. This limitation lets cloud providers incapable of guaranteeing a minimum bandwidth for a certain tenant while targeting network proportionality and high utilization at the same time. For example, when a provider guarantees a minimum bandwidth for certain traffic by reserving bandwidth, the overall network utilization would be decreasing due to the unused reserved bandwidth. Thus, most public cloud providers including Amazon, Microsoft
and Google do not guarantee the network bandwidth and only provides best-effort performance in their networking service. However, a certain type of applications in need of timely responsiveness (e.g., medical and disaster management applications) require more reliable networking performance in clouds.

The emergence of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) enables a fulfillment of network QoS satisfaction by the introduction of dynamic network reconfiguration based on the network traffic. SDN has brought many opportunities in networking with centralized manageability and programmable control logic. In SDN, a controller oversees the entire network by gathering all information of every network device and manages the network traffics dynamically with the customized control logic. SDN integration in a cloud data center has shown to be effective to improve the energy efficiency [5], [6], [7], the network performance [8], [9], [10], the network availability [11], and the security [12]. It also enables network slicing and dynamic bandwidth allocation which can be exploited for QoS satisfaction [13], [14].

In this work, we propose a novel VM and network allocation approach (PAVA+BWA) in the combination of a priority-aware VM allocation algorithm (PAVA) considering network connection between VMs on the application level with a network bandwidth allocation algorithm (BWA) to differentiate the higher-priority flows over normal network traffics. These algorithms are to allocate enough resources for QoS-critical applications in cloud environments where the computing and networking resources are shared with other tenants. We distinguish such applications to give the higher priority over the other tenants for resource provisioning and network transmission.

We model an application based on its priority to differentiate in VM capacity and network bandwidth. Our approach can allocate sufficient computing and networking resources for a critical application with high priority even in a busy data center. We employ a network bandwidth allocation strategy enabled by SDN for the critical application traffic so that the application can complete network transmission on time regardless of the network condition. With our approach, QoS-critical applications can be served in-time on clouds, while other applications can still share the resources for the rest of time. It considers host and networking resources jointly to prevent the network delay which can cause QoS failure. The applications’ QoS requirements are assumed to be provided to the cloud management at the time of the request. Using the metrics of QoS requirements including computing capacity and network bandwidth, the proposed algorithm determines where to place VMs and flows. The algorithm considers both computing and networking requirements jointly to select the host to place the VM and the links between hosts. After selecting the network links, we use dynamic bandwidth allocation to meet the networking requirement.

The key contributions of the paper are:

- a priority-aware VM placement algorithm that places VMs of a critical application into proximity hosts with enough resources;
- a bandwidth allocation method for higher-priority flows to guarantee the minimum bandwidth in over-loaded data center networks;
- a system that provisions both compute and network resources jointly to offer quality of service to critical applications in SDN-enabled cloud data centers;
- a performance evaluation of our proposed algorithm that is compared with related approaches and depicted its effectiveness through detailed simulation experiments using both synthetic and real (Wikipedia) workloads.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the state-of-the-art approaches in Section 2. The overall system architecture is explained in Section 3 followed by a detailed explanation of the proposed algorithm along with baselines in Section 4. Section 5 presents experiment configuration and evaluation results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with future directions to the potential extension of the proposed approach.

2 RELATED WORK

Many approaches have been proposed to network-aware VM placement and SDN-based network flow scheduling. Wang et al. proposed MAPLE [15], [16], a network-aware VM placement system that exploits an estimated bandwidth usage of a VM. In MAPLE, authors calculated estimated bandwidth based on empirical traces collected from the servers. The algorithm uses First Fit Decreasing approach in order to determine a host to place the VM. MAPLE focuses on per-VM network requirement and assumes that all VMs have a homogeneous processing requirement.

MAPLE project is extended to MAPLE-Scheduler, a flow scheduling system that dynamically reschedules the network flows based on QoS requirement of each VM [9]. The authors implemented dynamic network flow scheduler to relocate flows based on the estimated bandwidth usage. At the beginning, the system finds a default route using equal-cost multi-path (ECMP) protocol [20] which is a widely adopted protocol for multi-path routing that distributes network traffics evenly over multiple paths. Then, the system detects potential flows that can violate the QoS and reschedules them to an alternate path where the QoS can be satisfied.

EQVMP is another VM placement approach that is aware of energy efficiency and QoS [17]. EQVMP partitions VMs into groups based on traffic matrix to reduce the inter-group traffic and balance the load in each group. VM groups are placed onto hosts using bin packing algorithm to reduce the number of hosts and minimize the energy consumption. After the placement, EQVMP performs load balancing which detects over-utilized network link and relocates flows in the link. The authors assume that the capacity requirement of VMs are homogeneous and considers only network requirement.

S-CORE has been proposed for SDN-based VM management that exploits a VM migration technique to minimize the network-wide communication cost for cloud data centers [18]. The system monitors VM traffic flows periodically and migrates VMs with large network traffics into close hosts to reduce the network cost. The prototype is implemented both on a KVM-based test-bed and in a simulation and evaluated with synthetic workloads. Although the system considers network traffics of VMs to minimize the total network cost through the network monitoring capability of SDN, it is incapable of dynamic traffic management in the congested network.
Lin et al. proposed QoS-aware virtualization and routing method (QVR) that isolates and prioritizes tenants based on QoS requirements and allocates network flows dynamically [10]. The system supports fine-grained network virtualization based on tenants and the network requirement. The flows are allocated dynamically onto physical links considering the minimum arrival rate and maximum utilization. The system also uses adaptive feedback traffic engineering to ensure the end-to-end QoS. The proposed approach is applied to a wide area network and compared with other routing protocols in a simulation. Their approach is applicable to different network topology but more focused on wide area network.

FCTcon has been proposed to improve energy efficiency in data center networks by dynamically managing the flow completion time [7]. The proposed method consolidates network flows into a smaller set to save energy usage in a data center. In order to prevent performance degradation, the system calculates an expected flow completion time and dynamically adapts the flow bandwidth to meet the required completion time for delay-sensitive flows. In their system, the controller receives feedback of flow completion time from a monitor constantly monitoring the data center network and updates bandwidth allocation and flow paths to consolidate flows while preventing delay of sensitive flows.

DISCO is also proposed by the same authors to increase the scalability of traffic flow consolidation technique for energy efficient data center networks [19]. In this work, the authors addressed the trade-offs between scalability, network performance, and energy efficiency in a large-scale data center network. Network traffics within a data center can be consolidated into a smaller number of network links and switches to save power consumption by turning off unused switches. However, the high complexity of the consolidation algorithm in SDN’s centralized model can result in a scalability issue for a data center. The authors proposed a distributed traffic management system to support a scalable traffic consolidation technique. The proposed system also considers network delay as a constraint to improve the network performance. Nevertheless, only network traffic is taken into account in this work without consideration of computing resources.

Table 1 summarizes related works and compares with our approach (PAVA+BWA). Unlike the aforementioned studies, our approach prioritizes critical applications over the other applications considering application-level resource requirements. Instead of considering individual VMs and flows, a set of multiple VMs consisting of the same application (e.g., web and database servers for a web application, or mappers and reducers for a MapReduce application) are taken into the consideration for resource provisioning. In our model, VMs can be heterogeneous, i.e., each VM can have different computing and networking requirements which are managed by our VM allocation and network bandwidth allocation system. Parameters considered in the proposed method includes priority, VM processing capacity, and flow bandwidth requirements. We also consider the energy efficiency of a data center which may be affected by the implementation of the algorithm.

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows overall architecture of our system along with flows of interaction between different components. In brief, application requests are submitted to the system with a priority information (critical or normal). Each application request consists of an arbitrary number of VMs and flows with detailed specifications. Priority of an application is then analyzed for VM and flow placement to provide sufficient resources for a critical application as well as to prioritize network traffic over normal applications. Based on the analyzed information, the host and link selection algorithm determines where to place VMs and flows. Flow information is also sent to the network manager to communicate with the SDN controller for dynamic bandwidth allocation and flow scheduling. The detail of each component is explained below.

At first, application requests are created by cloud tenants to serve their applications and include VM types and flow information. A VM type consists of the number of processing cores, each core’s processing capacity, the amount of memory, and the storage size. In this research, we focus on computing power and ignore memory and storage size in order to reduce the problem complexity. An application request also includes flow specification consisting of a source and destination VM and the required bandwidth. VM and flow specifications are modeled based on commercialized cloud providers such as Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure who provide predefined VM types and customizable virtual networks. We add an extra entity, application priority, to this model to differentiate applications. Note that either critical or normal application request can be submitted at arbitrary time, and the system
provisions the resources available at the time of the application submission. If a critical application is submitted after a normal one, the system allocates residual resources to the critical one with a different provisioning method.

Given the VM and flow requests, the system analyzes QoS requirements and prioritizes the VMs and flows accordingly. The priority of an application can be determined with various methods by either the cloud provider or the tenants. For example, a global priority from all the tenants can be determined by local prioritization requirements submitted by individual tenants [21]. The amount of the requested resources, such as VM capacity and network requirements, can also be exploited, so that applications requesting more resources can be prioritized over the other applications. Application priorities can be differentiated by the class of tenants [22], e.g., premium tenants paying extra service charge for application prioritization or government tenants in need of running time-critical applications for emergency. Although our system model is capable of any prioritization method, in this paper we assume that the application priority is specified by user in binary value (critical or normal) and supplied to the system along with the application request. This is to simplify the prioritization process and focus on the resource prioritization method.

After the analysis of an application priority, the system selects a host and links to place the requested application by running the VM placement algorithm, which is proposed in this paper that jointly considers computing and networking requirements. Once the selection is done, the result is passed to the network manager for network resource configuration and to the physical resources for actual allocation of the VM and flow.

Network manager ensures to allocate minimum bandwidth for a critical application even in network congestion. It is in charge of SDN controller that dynamically allocates bandwidth for each flow. By default, the bandwidth of a link is equally shared among the flows passing the link, but a higher-priority flow can acquire more bandwidth through implementing a priority queue on switches such as queuing disciplines (qdisc) and Hierarchy Token Bucket (HTB) implemented in Linux’s traffic control (tc) suite. In order to control flows and their network bandwidths, the network manager communicates with SDN controller to provision the networking resources dynamically. SDN controller manages all switches in the data center through OpenFlow protocol.

4 PRIORITY-AWARE RESOURCE PROVISIONING METHODS

In this section, we explain the strategy for computing and networking resource allocation in aware of application’s priority. We model the priority of application discretely. Each application provides its priority as a critical (higher-priority) or normal (lower-priority) application. It can be manually set up by tenants who submit the application request to a cloud provider or automatically configured by cloud provider based on the application information. We assume that there is a reasonable mixture of critical and normal application requests in a data center so that not all the applications running in a data center are set to be critical applications. If all of them have the same priority, they will be served equally. Resources are allocated without any special consideration for normal applications, whereas critical applications are ensured to get sufficient computing power and prior network transmission over the normal applications.

4.1 Priority-Aware VM Allocation (PAVA)

For VM allocation, we propose Priority-Aware VM Allocation (PAVA) algorithm (shown in Algorithm 1) which allocates a closely connected host for a critical application with the information of network topology. In this method, we consider the priority of application as well as the network connectivity of physical hosts in a data center. Before allocating VMs, the system gathers the network topology of the data center. All hosts in a data center are grouped by their connectivity. For example, hosts in the same rack connected
to the same edge switch will be grouped together. VMs are also grouped based on the application.

After grouping hosts, PAVA algorithm is running to find a suitable VM-host mapping to place a VM for a critical application. PAVA tries to place a set of VMs for the critical application onto the host group which has more computing and networking resources. If the group of VMs cannot be fit in a single host group, VMs will be placed across multiple host groups with the closest proximity (e.g., under a different edge switch in the same pod). In this way, VMs in the same application will be closely placed to maintain the minimal number of hops for network transmission. For example, a network traffic between VMs placed within the same host is transferred through the host memory without incurring any traffic to networking devices. Similarly, if the VMs are hosted under the same edge network or in the same pod, a cost for network transmission between those VMs can be reduced with a lower probability of interference by the other applications. PAVA guarantees VMs for the critical application to be placed on not only the host with the sufficient capacity but also within the same or closer hosts in network topology to reduce the communication cost. We use First Fit Decreasing (Algorithm 3) for normal applications.

Algorithm 1. Priority-Aware VM Allocation (PAVA)

1: Input: vm: VM to be placed.
2: Input: rd: Resource demand of vm;
3: Input: app: Application information of vm.
4: Input: H: List of all hosts in data center.
5: Output: VM placement map.
6: Group H based on edge connection;
7: Non-duplicated queue for candidate hosts;
8: false;
9: if app is a higher-priority application then
10: list of hosts allocated for other VMs in app;
11: if H is not empty then
12: QH.enqueue(H);
13: for each h in H do
14: H.edge ← A host group in H where h is included ;
15: QH.enqueue(H.edge);
16: end for
17: for each h in H do
18: H.pod ← Hosts in the same pod with h;
19: QH.enqueue(H.pod);
20: end for
21: end if
22: sort H with available capacity, high to low;
23: QH.enqueue(H);
24: while QH is not empty and placed = false do
25: h = QH.dequeue()
26: C.h ← free resource in host h;
27: if rd < C.h then
28: Place vm in h;
29: C.h ← C.h − rd;
30: placed ← true;
31: end if
32: end while
33: end if
34: if placed = false then
35: Use FF algorithm to place vm;
36: end if

4.2 Bandwidth Allocation for Priority Applications (BWA)

As cloud data center’s network infrastructure is shared by various tenants, providing constant network bandwidth is crucial for application’s QoS to avoid performance degradation in traffic congestion caused by other tenants. We propose bandwidth allocation (BWA) approach to allocate the required bandwidth for a critical application. This approach utilizes per-flow traffic management feature for virtualized network [23], [24]. SDN controller can manage switches to allocate requested bandwidth by configuring priority queues in switches to ensure privileged traffic transmitting over the other lower-priority traffics.

After VM placement process is completed, the bandwidth requirement and the virtual network information of a critical application are sent to the SDN controller. SDN controller then establishes priority queues (e.g., Linux qdisc and HTB) for the critical application flows on every switch along the path. Network traffic generated from VMs of the critical application will use the priority queue so that the required bandwidth can be obtained for the critical applications. This method is only applied to critical applications in order to prioritize network transmission over the normal traffic in the shared nature of data center networking. It ensures that the critical application can get enough bandwidth even in a congested network caused by the other application. Algorithm 2 explains the detailed procedure of BWA method. For all flows, the algorithm sets the default path using ECMP, which distributes network traffic based on the address of the source and destination hosts. For higher-priority flows, the algorithm sets up an extra flow rule in each switch along the path. The priority queue set for the higher-priority flow can guarantee the minimum bandwidth required by the application. For lower-priority flows, the algorithm only sets a default path using ECMP without a further configuration.

Algorithm 2. Bandwidth Allocation for Critical Applications (BWA)

1: Input: F: List of network flows.
2: Input: topo: Network topology of the data center.
3: Output: Priority queue configuration in switches.
4: for each flow f in F do
5: src ← the address of the source host of f;
6: dst ← the address of the destination host of f;
7: S.f ← list of switches between src and dst in topo;
8: for each switch s in S.f do
9: if f is a higher-priority flow then
10: s.setPriorityQueue(src, dst, f.bandwidth);
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for

4.3 Baseline Algorithms

The proposed approaches are compared with three baseline algorithms: exclusive resource allocation, random allocation, and state-of-the-art heuristic.

Exclusive resource allocation (ERA) is to allocate dedicated hosts and networks exclusively for a critical application, thus resources are not shared with any other tenants.
The application can fully utilize the capacity of the dedicated resources to process its workloads, as the required computing and networking resources can be obtained without any interference from other applications. However, all the benefits of cloud computing will be lost including elasticity and dynamism in this method. It is impractical in reality because exclusively allocated resources will result in an extravagant cost for cloud providers which will be passed on to the customers. In this paper, we use this algorithm only for measuring the expected response time of a critical application to calculate QoS violation rate. Details of how to calculate QoS violation rate is explained in Section 5.3.

**Algorithm 3. First-Fit Decreasing for Bandwidth Requirement (FFD)**

1: Input: VM: List of VMs to be placed.
2: Input: H: List of hosts where VMs will be placed.
3: Output: VM placement map.
4: for each vm in VM do
5: sort H with available resource, low to high;
6: for each h in H do
7: \(C_h \leftarrow \) free resource in host \(h\);
8: \(rd \leftarrow \) resource demand of \(vm\);
9: if \(rd < C_h\) then
10: Place \(vm\) in \(h\);
11: \(C_h \leftarrow C_h - rd\);
12: placed \leftarrow true;
13: break;
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for

Random allocation (Random) is to place a VM on a random host capable of providing enough resources for the VM. In this method, a host is randomly selected with no intelligence but solely based on the resource capacity.

The state-of-the-art heuristic baseline algorithm is to place VMs in First Fit Decreasing (FFD) order determined by the amount of required bandwidth, which is combined with a dynamic flow (DF) scheduling method for network traffic management. FFD and DF are derived from MAPLE project [9], [15], [16], where the applications are equally considered for VM allocation and flow scheduling based on their bandwidth requirement regardless of applications’ priority. Details of baselines are explained below.

**First Fit Decreasing (FFD).** FFD searches a host to place the VM in the first fit decreasing order based on the bandwidth. It consolidates more VMs into a host with enough resources and does not distribute them across the data center. Thus, VMs are placed into a smaller set of hosts, whereas other empty hosts can put into an idle mode which can increase the energy efficiency of the entire data center. This baseline is derived from MAPLE [15], [16], but instead of Effective Bandwidth, we use the VM’s requested bandwidth to determine the resource sufficiency of a host for a VM. In our system, we do not need to calculate a separate Effective Bandwidth because the required bandwidth is predefined in the application specification.

In addition to the power saving at hosts, FFD can also reduce the energy consumption of switches. When more VMs are placed on the same host, the possibility of in-memory transmission between VMs in the same host is increased which emits the network transmission over the switches. Although the algorithm does not consider the network condition in itself, it can affect the amount network traffic to some extent from the nature of the algorithm. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.

**Dynamic Flow Scheduling (DF).** On multi-path network topology, dynamic flow scheduling is a common approach to find an alternate path for a flow in case of network congestion or link error suggested in multiple studies [9], [17]. This method detects a congested link and relocates the flows in the congested link into an alternate path with more capacity. However, based on our observation, this approach is less effective for short-distance flows in Fat-tree topology due to Fat-tree’s architectural advance which can achieve a network over-subscription ratio of up to 1:1 [3]. For an edge switch in Fat-tree, the number of downlinks to the connected hosts are same as the number of up-links to the aggregation switches, and the traffic flows are equally distributed based on the address of the source and the destination host. Thus, the network traffic is already balanced among the links between edge and aggregation switches in the same pod. The algorithm is still effective for inter-pod traffics because the number of links between aggregation and core switches is less than the ones between aggregation and edge switches. When the link to a core switch is congested, DF algorithm can relocate the flows into an alternate link to the other core switch with less traffic.

The pseudo-code of dynamic flow scheduling algorithm (DF) is described in Algorithm 4 which is derived from MAPLE-Scheduler [9]. DF is used as a baseline to compare with our bandwidth allocation approach. The algorithm is applied periodically to find the least busy path for higher-priority traffics, while normal traffics still use the default path determined by ECMP based on the source address.

**Algorithm 4. Dynamic Flow Scheduling Algorithm (DF)**

1: Input: \(f\): A network flow to be scheduled.
2: Input: \(h_{src}\): the address of the source host of \(f\).
3: Input: \(h_{dst}\): the address of the destination host of \(f\).
4: Input: \(topo\): Network topology of the data center.
5: Output: Network path from \(h_{src}\) to \(h_{dst}\).
6: \(s \leftarrow\) next hop from \(h_{src}\) for flow \(f\) in \(topo\).
7: while \(s\) is not \(h_{dst}\) do
8: \(L \leftarrow\) available links on \(s\) for flow \(f\).
9: \(l_{Next} \leftarrow h_{src} mod L.size()\) (default path);
10: if \(f\) is a priority flow then
11: for each link \(l\) in \(L\) do
12: if \(l\) utilization() < \(l_{Next}\).utilization() then
13: \(l_{Next} \leftarrow l\);
14: end if
15: end for
16: end if
17: \(s\.updateNextHop(f, l_{Next})\);
18: \(s \leftarrow l_{Next}\)
19: end while

**5 Performance Evaluation**

The proposed algorithms are evaluated in a simulation environment. Two use-case scenarios are prepared to show the
effectiveness of PAVA and BWA: a straightforward network-intensive application and more practical 3-tier application. We measure the response time of workloads to check the impact of the algorithms on both critical and normal application’s performance. Energy consumption of the data center and the number of active hosts and their up-time are also measured to consider the cost of cloud providers.

5.1 **Experiment Configuration and Scenarios**

For evaluation, we implemented the proposed method and baselines on CloudSimSDN [25] simulation environment. CloudSimSDN is an extension of CloudSim [26] simulation tool that supports SDN features for cloud data center networks. CloudSimSDN has been modified and updated to support the application prioritization. The priority information has been supplied along with the application request, which is read and exploited by the modified modules that store and retrieve the application priority. In the simulation, we generated an 8-pod fat-tree topology data center network with 128 hosts connected through 32 edge, 32 aggregation, and 16 core switches. Thus, each pod has 4 aggregation and 4 edge switches, and each edge switch is connected to 4 hosts. Fig. 2 shows the topology of the configured cloud data center for the experiment. All physical links between switches and hosts are set to 125 MBytes/sec.

In the aforementioned simulation environment, we evaluate our approach in two scenarios.

5.1.1 **Scenario 1: Synthetic Workload**

The first scenario is to place a critical application in an overloaded data center environment. To make the data center overloaded, 15 lower-priority applications consisting of 16 VMs in each application are first placed in the data center that constantly generates network traffics. After these VMs are placed, the higher-priority application consisting of the same number of VMs is submitted to the data center. Once all VMs are placed using our proposed VM placement algorithm (PAVA), synthetically generated workloads are submitted to the critical application, which has both computing and networking loads. The bandwidth allocation method (BWA) is applied to transfer the networking part of the critical application workloads. This scenario is to test the effectiveness of PAVA and, especially, BWA in a condition that the higher-priority application is significantly interfered by other applications.

5.1.2 **Scenario 2: Wikipedia Workload**

The second scenario reflects a more practical situation where applications are placed on a large-scale public cloud that a massive number of VM creation and deletion requests are submitted every minute. Frequent VM creation and deletion result in a fragmented data center. Network traffics generated by the scattered VMs can increase the overall load of the data center network, which makes the network traffic management more critical in applications’ performance.

We create 10 different application requests modeled from three-tier web applications. Each application consists of 2 database, 24 application, and 8 web servers communicating to one another. One out of the 10 applications is set to be critical, while the rest to be normal. The size of VMs are varied based on the tier, e.g., database tier servers are defined having 2 times more processing capacity than application tier servers. Virtual networks are also defined between all VMs in the same application so that any VMs can transfer data to any other VMs in the same application. Required bandwidth for the critical application is set to the half of physical link bandwidth, while the normal application is set to be a fourth of the physical bandwidth to differentiate the priority.

We also generate workloads for the second scenario from three-tier application model [27] based on Wikipedia traces available from Page view statistics for Wikimedia projects. Every application receives approximately between 80,000 and 140,000 web requests generated from traces in a different language, each of which consists of processing jobs in VM servers and network transmissions.

For both scenarios, we measure the response time of both critical and normal applications, the QoS violation rate of the critical application, and the power consumption of the data center.

5.2 **Analysis of Response Time**

At first, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm by measuring the average response time of the critical application, and VM processing and network transmission time in detail with each algorithm. Note that QoS violation is not considered for calculating the averages in this section.

Fig. 3 shows the results in Scenario 1 where the data center network is constantly overloaded by other applications. The average response time (Fig. 3a) is significantly reduced by 38.4 percent in PAVA+BWA (both PAVA and BWA algorithms applied) compared to the Random algorithm, mainly resulting from 52.1 percent reduction in network
transmission time (Fig. 3b). VM processing time remains same regardless of algorithm combination which shows that VMs acquire enough processing resources.

For FFD, the average response time is 10.2 percent increased compared to Random method due to the increased network transmission time. Since FFD consolidates more VMs into a smaller number of hosts without consideration of their connectivity, network transmissions within the critical application are significantly interfered by other applications placed on the same host. Similarly, applying PAVA without network bandwidth allocation cannot improve overall performance substantially due to the consolidation of VMs into shared hosts, although the average response time is still shorter than the one from FFD.

With the implementation of DF in addition to FFD, the average network transmission time is reduced to 10.68 seconds from 13.24 of FFD. Although dynamic flow scheduling can find a less crowded path, it is ineffective in this scenario where all the alternate paths are busy. On the other hand, BWA provides the best result in network transmission time reduced to almost half of all the other methods. This shows that our bandwidth allocation method can significantly improve the critical application’s network performance in the overloaded network environment.

Fig. 4 depicts the results from Scenario 2 where more complex applications and workloads are submitted to a large-scale cloud data center. In this scenario, the average response time is reduced by 3.3 percent in PAVA, and BWA is not shown as effective as the previous scenario. Note that the network is not so frequently overloaded in Scenario 2, which limits the effectiveness of BWA method. On the other hand, PAVA becomes more effective on account of the proximity of VMs. As the VMs of the same application have been placed closely with PAVA, the network transmission time between them is reduced by 25 percent from 0.80 seconds in Random to 0.60 seconds in PAVA. The critical application’s network workloads pass through only low-level switches (edge and/or aggregation switches) as the VMs are placed under the same edge network or the same pod, and thus not interfered by other traffics.

Similar to the previous scenario, FFD increases the average response time due to the VM consolidation to shared hosts. Implementation of DF also reduces the network transmission time, which makes the average response time of FFD+DF become similar to the Random method. VM processing times are almost same no matter which algorithm is being used. In short, the proposed algorithm (PAVA+BWA) improves the response time of the critical application by 34.5 percent for Scenario 1 and 3.8 percent for Scenario 2 compared to the state-of-the-art baseline (FFD+DF). The improvement in Scenario 2 is not as significant as Scenario 1 due to the origin of workloads, e.g., network-intensive workloads can be more beneficial from the proposed algorithm.

Additionally, we measure the average response time of normal (lower-priority) applications to see the effect of our algorithm on the other normal applications. Fig. 5 shows the measured response time of normal applications in both scenarios. Compared to the Random algorithm, PAVA and
PAVA+BWA actually result in improving the performance of lower-priority applications by reducing the average response time by 13.8 and 4.9 percent respectively in Scenario 1 and 2. The baseline algorithm FFD+DF also reduces the response time of lower-priority applications. In short, our algorithm maintains or even improves the performance of lower-priority applications, while improving the performance of a critical application.

### 5.3 Analysis of QoS Violation Rate

QoS violation rate is calculated by comparing the response time from ERA algorithm with the one from other algorithms. We assume that the expected response time can be fully achieved in ERA because it allocates dedicated servers with enough resource for every VMs required in the application. We compare the response time of each workload and count the QoS violated workload if the response time exceeds the one from ERA. Equation (1) shows the calculation of QoS violation rate ($r_v$) from workloads set ($W$), where $t_X$ and $t_{ERA}$ denote the response time of a workload ($w_v$) measured from the designated algorithm and ERA respectively. It counts the number of workloads whose response time from the designated algorithm is exceeding the response time from ERA and divides by the total number of workloads.

$$r_v = \frac{\left| \{ w_v \in W | t_X(w_v) > t_{ERA}(w_v) \} \right|}{|W|}. \tag{1}$$

Average QoS violation rate of the critical application is shown in Fig. 6. In Scenario 1, PAVA results in 34.38 percent QoS violation whereas PAVA+BWA has no violation at all (see Fig. 6a). As we discussed in the previous section, BWA is more effective in overloaded networks where other tenants generate heavy traffic loads. The baseline (FFD+DF) also reduce the QoS violation rate from Random’s 53.13 to 43.75 percent but not as significant as BWA.

Similar results can be found in Scenario 2 (see Fig. 6b) where PAVA and PAVA+BWA show the lowest QoS violation rate reaching 1.34 and 1.26 percent respectively. Interestingly, overall violation rate is much lower, ranging between 1.26 and 3.70 percent in Scenario 2 compared to between 0 and 65.36 percent of Scenario 1. This is due to the significant degradation of the network performance in Scenario 1 where network overload by other applications interferes the application. Although the QoS violation rate in Scenario 2 is not as high as in Scenario 1, the impact of our algorithm is still significant to improve the violation rate by 51.5 percent reducing from 2.60 to 1.26 percent. It is a crucial improvement for critical applications that should guarantee the QoS requirement. Although BWA is not as beneficial as Scenario 1, it can still reduce the violation rate by 0.08 percent compared to PAVA alone.

Compared to the state-of-the-art baseline, our proposed algorithm combination, PAVA+BWA, can reduce QoS violation rate from 43.75 to 0 percent for heavy network traffic scenario and from 2.22 to 1.26 percent (reduction by 43.2 percent) for large-scale complex application scenario.

### 5.4 Analysis of Energy Consumption

Energy consumption is evaluated to find the influence of the proposed algorithm to the operational cost of a cloud data center. We measured the utilization of hosts and switches over time and used power model of hosts [28] and switches [29] respectively to calculate the overall power consumption, using the same model and method exploited in our previous paper [2]. Unused hosts and switches are assumed to be in an idle mode to save energy, and the
power consumption of active hosts and switches is calculated based on the utilization of a host and the active ports of a switch.

Fig. 7 shows the measured energy consumption of the entire data center and the detailed power consumption in hosts and switches for both scenarios. In Scenario 1 (see Fig. 7a) both PAVA and PAVA+BWA save 14.2 percent of a total data center energy usage compared to the Random algorithm, whereas FFD and FFD+DF save 8.6 and 25.9 percent of power cost respectively. The difference mainly comes from switches, because workloads in Scenario 1 consist of marginally huge network traffics combined with a small computation load on VMs.

In Scenario 2, PAVA and PAVA+BWA consume the least amount of energy among all algorithms. For host energy consumption, all the four algorithm combinations (FFD, FFD+DF, PAVA, and PAVA+BWA) consume less energy compared to Random, since both PAVA and FFD consolidate VMs into the smaller number of hosts and turn off many unused hosts. For switches, however, FFD (28.61 kWh) and FFD+DF (29.39 kWh) consume more amount of energy compared to Random (26.96 kWh), while the consumption in PAVA (25.97 kWh) and PAVA+BWA (25.98 kWh) is lower than the Random. As those VMs in the same application group are closely placed with PAVA mostly within the same edge network or within the same pod, the network traffics are consequently consolidated passing through fewer switches. Thus, the energy consumption is lowered resulting from the decreased number of active switches.

Nevertheless, the results show that the proposed algorithm at least will not increase the power consumption of the data center. In fact, it can help to reduce the operational cost by consolidating VMs into a smaller number of hosts while providing the required QoS for a critical application. In Wikipedia workload, the energy consumption is even reduced compared to the state-of-the-art baseline.

5.5 Analysis of Algorithm Complexity

We analyze the time complexity of the proposed algorithm. First, the greedy bin-packing FFD algorithm (Algorithm 3) takes $O(|H|\log |H|)$ time to place one VM in a data center with $|H|$ number of available hosts. In order to place $|VM|$ number of VMs, the algorithm takes $O(|VM| \cdot |H|\log |H|)$ which is feasible for online dynamic VM placement.

PAVA is based on FFD algorithm with an extra computation for critical applications. For each VM in critical applications, PAVA needs an additional sorting time, $O(|H|\log |H|)$, to find a closely connected host from the previously placed VMs. Thus, given VMs in critical applications ($VM_c \in VM$), the overall complexity of PAVA including the additional computation for critical VMs along with the basic FFD is:

$$O(|VM_c| \cdot |H|\log |H|) + O(|VM| \cdot |H|\log |H|)$$

$$= O(|VM| \cdot |H|\log |H|),$$

which is same as the time complexity of FFD algorithm.

The time complexity of BWA algorithm is $O(|S| \cdot |F_c|)$ where $|F_c|$ number of flows for critical applications are placed in a data center network consisting of $|S|$ number of switches. This is also a small addition compared to dynamic scheduling algorithm where flows are periodically routed by running routing algorithms to find the best route. However, the overhead of BWA may occur at the time of packet forwarding in switches because of extra forwarding rules and queues configured for critical applications. Although we could not simulate this overhead in our evaluation environment, the extra overhead is negligible when the proportion of higher-priority flows is significantly smaller than the data center. The number of switches installing the extra queues will be minimized especially with PAVA where the priority VMs are placed in close hosts, thus network traffics are transmitted through the minimal number of network hops.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a priority-based VM allocation and network traffic management scheme with bandwidth allocation and dynamic flow pathing mechanism. The algorithms are evaluated in a simulation environment with a large-scale fat-tree topology and multiple applications with a different priority. The results show that the proposed priority-aware VM allocation method actually places the critical application into the closer hosts so that it reduced both the energy consumption and the average response time for the critical application. The bandwidth allocation method is specifically effective in the overloaded network scenario where the higher-priority traffic is interfered by other applications. Our algorithm is outperformed the state-of-the-art approaches and able to deal with applications with varied priorities and QoS requirements. Such feature will be useful in critical applications in need of strict timeliness such as a disaster management or other emergency alert applications.

To further extend the algorithm, the priority of application can be modeled more fine-grained values instead of the
binary priority. In the current algorithm, priority is set to a binary value, i.e., an application is either critical or not. Instead, we can define the priority in multi-degree values which can allocate differentiated amounts of resources to applications with a different level of priority. The algorithm needs to be modified to support the multi-degree priorities and function to convert from the priority value to the amount of allocated resource. It is also possible to combine the proposed algorithm with a resource overbooking method [2]. For example, a critical application is assigned with lower overbooking ratio so that more resources can be utilized, while lower-priority applications are more overbooked to save the operational cost of cloud providers. The algorithm can further broaden to include multiple QoS parameters such as throughput, latency, and response time to be considered as priority factor to enable the system to determine a proper amount of resources autonomously. As the use of SDN in edge clouds is getting popular, our approach can be utilized by them for supporting mobile applications [30].
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